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1 Communication Activities

From the beginning the partners in PersID have been aware that there is a need to communicate about the importance of a solid persistent identifier infrastructure. PersID made an effort to raise awareness why persistent identifiers are needed, and for what type of problems and/or challenges they provide a solution, in their respective countries and on a global scale. The project explored the current state of practice and the state of the art with regards to persistent identifier usage, to stimulate information and knowledge exchange, allow for comparison, prior to explore shared interest and options for cooperation.

1.1 Impact of Communication

Results of these exchanges surface in the reporting documents PersID delivered as well as in articles and presentations that have been published/presented (some represented here in Annexes) Less visible but very satisfactory to partners is the impact the PersID initiative has had on national discussions. The PersID requests to provide information on local solutions, discussions on roles, responsibilities and governance helped to bring the issues of persistent referencing and guaranteed (long term) accessibility to the table.

Another significant development is that the PersID position – to study and build on the promise of URN-NBN based identifiers but openly explore and reach out to other systems/solutions – caused an atmosphere in which systems as Handle and DOI, represented by organisations as EPIC, DataCite and IDF feel comfortable to engage in joint discussions. All mentioned will attend a string of joint meetings (Bonn in February, The Hague in April, Amsterdam in June) where exchanges and a.o. potential convergence will be discussed.

PersID communication has opened the door to provide potential (end)users with a much clearer service offering and less uncertainty about the implications the choice for a specific system. Website: www.persid.org

The website is meant to be a point of entry for those interested in the PersID initiative and offers access to all documents provided by PersID, to the prototype of the meta-resolver and links to relevant partners and organisations. It was designed a straight forward website, easy to navigate.
1.2 Articles and presentations

In the course of the project several articles and presentations have been prepared. The most recent article/brochure text to inform about the PersID approach is represented as Annex II.a.
2 ANNEX II.a – Article/Brochure text

2.1 Reliable Access to Digital Objects

There are billions of digital objects in the Web. Many of them live only a day or two, but some need to be accessible for years to come. Permanent access to all kinds of scientific, cultural and other resources is vital for building knowledge and providing information services.

The PersID initiative provides persistent identifiers as well as a transparent policy and technical framework for using them in the Internet.

2.1.1 Give Things Names, Not Just Addresses

Web addresses such as Uniform Resource Locators (URLs) are an unreliable way of referring to digital objects. URLs are, after all, only addresses. Like people, digital contents move from one address to another, and the old address may be taken over by different contents. We all know that broken links are a significant nuisance. More subtly, a link may work but the target changes – the results of confusion may be dramatic. After long enough time, almost every URL will become useless.

More and more of what we see on the Web is an aggregation of resources from a number of sources. A researcher, referring in his article to research data, needs to be sure that the link to the data will be working long after it was made. In case of a broken link a human reader could think of alternative ways to find the missing object – but might not bother to make the effort. A computer will be out of luck.

The solution is giving digital objects persistent identifiers. They act as individual names for the objects. They help to find, identify and tell apart digital objects. They also make it easier to keep digital objects accessible on the long term, over changes of technology, organizations, and people, as they are independent of changes in publishing systems, transfer of ownership, and evolution of technology.

An identifier must be globally unique. an should also be actionable – that is, a persistent identifier should provide a persistent link to the resource identified.

The PersID initiative provides an independent, flexible and trustworthy system of identifying resources and making reliable links to them through implementation of an international standard system, the National Bibliography Number (NBN). It builds upon proven technologies and standards already in wide use, the IETF RFC3188. The initiative consists of diverse organizations that have a long-term responsibility for large amounts of publications, cultural materials and research data.

2.1.2 Using Uniform Resource Names (URN)

Persistent identifiers are not a new invention, but they are often not used in a durable and consistent manner. The identifier system chosen in the PersID initiative are the URNs, Uniform Resource Names. The URN system encompasses the traditional bibliographic identifiers such as ISBN and ISSN. URN system is flexible, standardized, and governed by a public body, Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). The system was initially developed in the late 1990s. At the moment, the Internet standards that define the URN system are being revised to answer to requirements of the day.
Other persistent identifier systems exist, and can be used instead of or in parallel with URNs. PersID initiative is tailored towards organizations such as national libraries that have a long-term responsibility for preserving very large digital collections and they require a fully standardized and open persistent identifier solution to carry out this responsibility. This is why URN has been chosen. There are already millions of objects with URNs around, and the number is rising rapidly.

### 2.1.3 NBN – Flexibility and Control Combined

URNs can easily exploit any existing identifier scheme, such as ISBN numbers of books. Different schemes are simply embedded in the structure of a URN by assigning namespaces for them. Namespace registration gives an overall view of the identifier scheme and specifies how URNs in that particular namespace can be resolved.

NBN stands for National Bibliographic Number. National libraries administrate them. They may be assigned to a wide variety of digital objects – text, image, sound, video, data, etc. Other organizations may obtain a sub-namespace via their national library and assign identifiers independently, on condition that they must adhere to the national NBN policy. That way generating new identifiers can be integrated into local processes without jeopardizing the uniqueness of the identifiers.

### 2.1.4 Resolution Makes the Identifier Click

To give a document or other resource a persistent identifier is the first step but it is not enough. There must be an easy way to exploit the identifier and find the resource. A persistent identifier should also provide persistent linking.

The PersID initiative consists of a network of national URN resolvers, plus a meta resolver that is aware of all the national resolvers. Every resolver is provided with up-to-date data about URNs that are assigned to objects, and about the current location of those objects. Every organization assigning URNs will be responsible for updating data about its URNs.

The global resolver provides a unified user interface to the network of resolvers. There is a simple way to make a query about a URN. The global resolver delegates the query to the appropriate resolver which actually holds the current data about the URN and redirects the user to the resource. Optionally, the query may also return metadata about the object.

Global service will make it easy to integrate use of URNs into an information system. Wherever there is a URN, it can be resolved in the same way.

### 2.1.5 Persistence Needs Preservation

An object on the Web with an URN identifier should also stay on the Web. URNs make it easier to keep resources accessible over changes in technology. However, there are times when organizations disappear or are unable to fulfil their commitments. Huge amounts of useful material have been lost due to lack of resources, or responsibility. There must be a policy in place to prevent this from happening.

The participants of the PersID initiative have a long-term responsibility for preserving digital materials. Part of using URNs is to ensure that the objects with identifiers will be preserved and kept accessible, for example by the national libraries. The way this is done is part of the URN policies.
2.1.6 Building New Things on Solid Experience

The PersID initiative began as cooperation between a group of trusted European organizations that work with publications, cultural materials, as well as research data. We represent all stakeholder roles in the life cycle of persistent identification: document producers, identifier assigners and resolvers, URN and NBN authorities, and agencies that take care of long-term preservation. We believe that by backing technology and expertise with commitment and shared policies we will be able to provide an important and useful service. Only common, trusted governance can ensure sustainability over time, continued development of resolution services, and a sound business model.

2.1.7 What PersID Will Be

- A global governance infrastructure to host services that make it easy to resolve names association, like NBN, to resources without link rot
- A system based on open cooperation of research organizations, publishers, national libraries and others who benefit of persistent identifiers
- Trustworthy, independent, public, flexible governance of URNs
- Solid and secure infrastructure based on IETF standards and open source software
- A network of up-to-date knowledge bases about URNs that offers
  o Easy use of URNs for managers of all kinds of digital contents
  o Easy use of URNs for users of digital contents

2.1.8 Would You Like to Join Us?

More information is available on www.persid.org
3 ANNEX II.b – Persistent Identifiers – an Overview
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3.1 Abstract

This article describes five persistent identifier systems (ARK, DOI, PURL, URN and XRI) and compares their functionality against the cool URIs. The aim is to provide an overview, not to give any kind of ranking of these systems.

3.2 Introduction

Bibliographic identifiers such as ISBN and ISSN have been in use since the 1970s. Web-driven rapid increase of electronic publishing presented a major challenge to many traditional identifier systems; issues concerning for instance the scope and granularity have been tackled in various ways, but it would be premature to claim that we know exactly how the traditional identifiers can be used in the Internet.

One of the major changes digital publishing has fostered is the development of identifiers for works (understood according to the FRBR model). ISTC, International Standard Text Code [1] is an identifier for textual works and their various expressions, such as Joyce's Ulysses and the translations made from the original English version. ISBN, International Standard Book Number [2] can be used to identify manifestations of these works / expressions, such as the PDF version of the English text. In the Web, we have been concerned with manifestations, but Persistent identifier (PI) systems should accommodate works as well, since they are a convenient means of linking the manifestations together.

Traditional identifiers such as ISBNs are not and will not be actionable in the Internet as such. This means, among other things, that the character string “ISBN 951-45-9942-X” is not and will not be interpreted as a hyperlink by Web browsers, whereas a persistent identifier incorporating this ISBN is a hyperlink when expressed as HTTP URI. Unlike most other URIs, http://urn.fi/URN:ISBN:951-45-9942-X is a persistent link to the resource.

Persistent identifiers have several tasks, but perhaps the most important ones are that they render the traditional identifiers actionable in the Web, and provide persistent links to the resources. Using a PI, the user can trust that he or she will get the appropriate work, even if the physical location of its manifestation has changed. In practice, the PI has to be mapped to an up-to-date locator or locators which facilitate access to physical manifestation(s) of the resource.

Before we move on, it is necessary to clarify what we mean by persistence. In this context, electronic resources and the Web, the meaning of the term is not clear. The main developer of the ARK system, John Kunze, has suggested, in the DCC workshop on persistent identifiers, that persistence simply means that 'an identifier is valid for long enough' [3]. It may be better to say that
• persistent identifiers should only be assigned to resources that will be preserved for long term, that is, over several hardware and software generations;
• a persistent identifier and the services it provides should be at least as persistent as the resource identified. The resource may undergo several migrations and the outdated version / versions may no longer be accessible and / or usable. A user who has a PI of an old manifestation of a resource should be redirected to the latest version available, or to work level metadata, which may enable acquisition of the work in some other form, such as print.

3.3 PI systems

The first PI systems emerged in the Mid-1990s, soon after the Web itself (and the problem of nonpersistence of the URLs) was introduced. Good overviews have been written about PIs over the years; the most complete one being [4], but there is still some lack of clarity concerning for instance the relation of traditional and persistent identifiers and the relation between cool URIs and persistent identifiers. This overview aims at clarifying these and some other PI-related issues.

The major PI systems are, in chronological order:
• Handle, 1994
• Persistent URL (PURL), 1995
• Uniform Resource Name (URN), 1997
• Archival resource keys (ARK), 2001
• Extensible resource identifier (XRI), 2005

The organizational background of these systems is diverse. URNs were developed by the Internet Engineering Task Force IETF [5] Uniform Resource Names working group [6], which was closed in 2002. Those who are interested in history of PIs in general and URNs in particular may find it interesting, that a part of the email archive of the working group has been included in the email archive of the present URN email list [7].

A URN-related Birds of a Feather -meeting was held at the IETF 78 conference in Maastricht, The Netherlands in July 2010 [8]. The main aim of that meeting was to assess the need for re-establishing the URN working group; the answer was affirmative. Three URN-related RFCs have already been revised and published as Internet drafts, namely URN syntax [9], and namespace registrations for ISBN [10] and NBN [11].

ARK and Handle have a direct link to IETF. Although IETF did not start the work, the developers of these systems (for ARK, California Digital Library [12] and John Kunze, and for Handle the Corporation for National Research Initiatives [13], decided to establish these systems as Internet standards or at least to publish them as informational RFCs. CNRI achieved the latter aim when informational RFCs 3650, [14] 3651 [15] and 3652 [16] were published in November 2003. They provide an overview of the Handle system, and specify the Handle service and protocol version 2.1. But as Informational RFCs, these documents are not (Internet) standards. The ARK specification was released as an Internet draft in 2002, and 15 versions have been made available until now, the latest one being [17]. It is not clear if and when ARK specification will become an RFC, and whether it will be informational, experimental or standards track -RFC. The draft 15 expired in November 2008 and, apparently, no new ARK-related Internet drafts have been published since then.

Persistent URLs [18, 19] were developed by the Online Computer Library Center, OCLC [20]. The original PURL toolkit was influenced by OCLC's close involvement with IETF's URI working groups. Subsequent versions, developed by Zepheira *21+, have benefited from the latter company's W3C participation. But OCLC has never tried to standardize PURLs in IETF or elsewhere, which means that unlike most other PIs PURLs are and will remain purely a technical solution.
XRI was developed by OASIS, the Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards [22]. The purpose was to provide a standard means for identifying any resource, independent of a physical manifestation of it. There may not be a manifestation at all, in which case the XRI would identify a work. XRI has been heavily influenced by IRIs, Internationalized Resource Identifiers [23], which is another IETF initiative.

To sum up: while most traditional identifiers have been under the wing of ISO, most PIs are linked to IETF in one way or another. There is an obvious reason for this: by definition, PIs must be actionable on the Internet, and IETF is the key organization developing Internet standards. URNs were developed by IETFs own initiative. While this has not prevented other initiatives from striving towards publishing RFCs, it may well be that URN has the best chance of reaching the status of Internet standard.

The technical features of PI systems will be discussed below. It should be noted, that this overview neither evaluates these systems systematically, nor tries to put them into an order of preference. All listed persistent identifiers (except XRI) have a broad installed base with millions of assigned identifiers. Thus, we can safely assume that most of the listed PI systems will themselves be persistent, and are going to remain with us for some time. Even persistent identifiers, however, don't have a guaranteed life time of decades or even less centuries.

Some previous reviewers of PI systems have blurred systems and their implementations. The Digital Object Identifier was not listed above, because it is an implementation (and an important one) of the Handle system (and will be discussed as such below). Neither National Bibliography Numbers nor Life Science Identifiers [24] were listed, since they are just two of the URN namespaces.

Some reviewers have included OpenURL. But it is not a (persistent) identifier, although OpenURL metadata may contain an identifier, and is therefore not included here.

Cool URIs [25, 26] and IRIs, which are an extension of URIs, are not reviewed here as persistent identifiers, since they are based on the notion that PIs such as URNs are not needed. With the help of DNS, claim the proponents of this view, a URL can be made as persistent as a PI can ever be. In an article concentrating on PIs it is still a good idea to analyze this claim a bit.

Nicholas [27] concludes that URIs can be used as persistent identifiers if they are properly managed, but is concerned by conclusions people draw from this and which he believes do not follow from the fact that URIs can be used as identifiers:

- A universal service protocol (such as HTTP) is the same thing as a universal identifier scheme;
- HTTP URIs are the preferred identifier for all authorities (although they may well be preferred for HTTP-oriented authorities);
- HTTP URIs are the preferred identifiers in contexts where HTTP services are not relevant (e.g. internal document management);
- HTTP will always be a universal protocol, and persistent identifier providers should assume it will be;
- HTTP URIs will capture all functionality, data, or services presented by other identifier schemes;
- Identifiers in other schemes should be maintained only to the extent of exposing them under HTTP;
- All identifiers, even when mapped to an HTTP URI, must be meaningfully dereferencable through a Web browser.

As Nicholas notes, underlying the cool URI approach is an idea of HTTP URIs as identifiers. However, even a simple comparison between cool URIs and traditional identifiers reveals many fundamental differences. Assignment of for instance ISBN numbers is strictly controlled by the
ISBN standard and related documentation, and usually done by well trained professionals who
know what they are doing. An ISBN, once assigned, will never be given to another book, and the
identified book itself will not change. In contrast, anyone can give a URI to anything he / she
wants, and the intellectual content, available in a Web location such as http://www.w3.org/, can
and probably will change more or less often and may be available in the same time at numerous
other locations. Cool URIs cannot track the changes of such web pages and help the user to find
the exact version he or she is interested in. This may not look like a problem for W3C, but it is
definitely an issue for e.g. National libraries which preserve the history of the Web in their Web
archives (and have the option of using URNs or other PIs to identify each Web page and files it
contains).

If a system allows anyone to provide persistent identifiers, it is likely that the timeframe its
designers had in mind is relatively short. There is a broad consensus that persistence of a resource
(and of the links to it) is primarily an organizational issue. A document and link maintained by one
person is not likely to survive longer than the person himself / herself, and cool URI –type simple
infrastructure may be sustainable in this time frame. But a National library is likely to be able to
preserve digital publications longer than most other organizations, given its legal obligation to do
that. In a similar manner, national archives will preserve access to digital governmental documents
for the future generations. These organizations will also build full scale long-term preservation
systems which will require more functionality than e.g. cool URIs can facilitate.

PI systems do differ with respect to services. Some are, at least in theory, able to provide a
broader set of them than the others. In practice, the differences may be less pronounced than on
paper, since some features of e.g. the URN system have not been implemented.

A common topic in PI discussions is protocol independence. Some experts believe that the systems
inherently dependent on the HTTP will persist since HTTP itself will not disappear, or at least that
by the time HTTP dies there will be a workaround in place. Pessimists believe that over sufficient
time the changes will be so fundamental that no underlying technical infrastructure such as
transfer protocols will survive. It will take some time before mankind knows the answer, but
meanwhile it is possible to play it safe by choosing a protocol independent identifier system.

### 3.4 PIs and standardization

In spite of the claims for the contrary [28], there is not a single fully standardized PI system out
there. For instance, there are three informational RFC which outline the Handle system, but it is a
fundamental mistake to describe Handle-related RFCs [14, 15, 16] as standards. They are
informational documents that do not specify an Internet standard of any kind. As of this writing,
there are no attempts to turn the Handle system into an IETF standard.

There is an American national standard [29] specifying the DOI syntax. Following the
standardization in the U.S.A., the International DOI Foundation initiated the DOI standardization
process in ISO TC 46. By summer 2010, this work, which has led to numerous modifications of the
original NISO DOI standard, is coming close to completion. But the Handle technical infrastructure
that DOI uses will not become an ISO standard.

Most RFCs describing the URN system are also informational or experimental. RFC 2141 [30] which
outlines the URN syntax belongs to the former group. This RFC, written in 1997, is by now out of
date and the PersID initiative [31] is revising it, alongside with URN namespace registrations of
ISBN and NBN. The intention is to review all URN-related RFCs in the light of technological
advances and existing URN implementations, and put these RFCs on standard track, that is, update
their status into Internet standards. Once this work is completed, nothing prevents the
standardization of these RFCs in ISO, but it remains to be seen if there is an interest to do this.
Practical experiences gained from Handle / DOI and URN indicate that standardization of a PI system in its entirety is not easy. ARK is not an exception from this rule - there has been 15 versions of the Internet draft describing ARKs between 2001 and 2008, but IETF has not approved of a publication of even an informational RFC yet.

In the JISC standards catalogue [32], PURL is defined as an identifier standard. However, OCLC has not made an attempt to standardize PURLs, and there does not seem to be an immediate interest to start the process.

Each PI system implementer may consider whether it matters if the solution they have is based on standards. But it should be kept in mind that changing a standard is a controlled and relatively open process. Anyone can in principle participate in the revision of Internet standards, and getting involved with ISO standards work is not too complicated either. In contrast, OCLC can in theory revise PURLs any way they see fit, without consulting the user community. In practice, PURL – standard and tools – have been developed in close cooperation with the user community.

### 3.5 PIs and traditional identifiers

The relation between PI systems and traditional identifiers is a bit complex, since most persistent identifier systems have a dual character. Each PI specifies a mechanism for resolution and retrieval, including a set of services a human or software user can request. This functionality enables us to make the traditional identifiers actionable and thus complements them in a useful manner.

PIs may however also compete with the traditional identifiers, since almost all of them (the odd one out being URN) are also identifier systems. It is possible to assign an ARK to a book and use it instead of the book’s ISBN (whether this makes any sense is a different matter).

This potential conflict has been dealt with in three different ways. PURL, ARK and XRI ignore it completely; it is up to the user to do whatever makes sense. The ISO Draft International Standard version of the DOI makes it very clear that whenever there is a standard identifier for a resource, then that identifier shall be used as a part of DOI.

The URN solution is embedded: the whole system is based on existing identifier systems, so e.g. serials will be identified by ISSN and books by ISBN, using the URN namespaces assigned for these systems. This arrangement does not eliminate the risk of overlap, since some URN namespaces (that is, identifier systems to be used as a part of URN) may allow the user to bypass the usage of more appropriate standard identifiers.

Possible overlap between traditional identifiers and PIs has not caused real-life problems yet. But this is nevertheless an issue that should be considered carefully when PI systems are standardized. Every identifier system, be it traditional or PI, can be misused, and digital resources are notoriously complex from an identification point of view. But clear scope statements will give the users a clue on what is acceptable and what is not.

#### 3.5.1 Uniform Resource Name (URN)

Despite the similarities in their basic missions, there are significant differences between PI systems. They will be discussed in the following chapters.

The current URN syntax, specified in RFC 2141 [30], looks simple:

"urn:"<NID>"":"<NSS>
where \(<\text{NID}\>\) is a namespace identifier (to distinguish between different identifier schemes) and where \(<\text{NSS}\>\) is the namespace-specific string. Thus, when 'ISBN' is the NID for the ISBN, each URN based on an ISBN begins with URN:ISBN: followed by a namespace specific string; in this case, an ISBN.

Each namespace has to be registered using the process described in RFC 3406 [33]. A namespace can be experimental, informal or formal. As regards formal namespaces, the general principle is [ibid., p. 3]:

‘A formal namespace may be requested, and IETF review sought, in cases where the publication of the NID proposal and the underlying namespace will provide benefit to some subset of users on the Internet. That is, a formal NID proposal, if accepted, must be functional on and with the global Internet, not limited to users in communities or networks not connected to the Internet.’

Standard identifiers such as ISBN must acquire formal URN namespaces. The resulting RFC must supply for instance the registrant name, and describe how URNs based on this identifier can be resolved in the Internet. Informal and experimental namespaces have less stringent requirements. There are forty formal namespaces and seven informal ones defined up to now [34], but not all of them are active. There are no experimental namespaces.

URN is unique among PI systems in its requirement of a namespace registration. This has a single drawback (somebody must write the document) and a number of benefits; the registration tells the community how the identifier in question is to be used as a URN. Although experimental and informal namespaces provide a lot of flexibility, the URN users are strongly encouraged to use formal namespaces (existing identifier systems) instead of inventing new / local ones. URN is not an identifier system per se, meaning that URNs must be based on an existing identifier system. This has a big impact on for instance the discussion of the scope of URNs in general. It is pointless to discuss whether URNs can be applied to textual works or collections; if the communities using International Standard Text Code (ISTC, the standard identifier for textual works) or developing International Standard Collection Identifier (ISCI) register URN namespaces, then there will be URNs for names and collections.

The discussions about the scope and granularity (what kind of objects may receive an URN; how do we deal with resources with component parts such as articles within a journal issue and images within the articles) of URNs will take place on the namespace (standard identifier) level, where these issues must be solved in any case. With other PI systems, scope and granularity problems are primarily linked to the use of the PI system as an identifier in its own right. ARK has been designed to facilitate identification of information objects [17]; this certainly accommodates every existing ISO standard identifier and a lot more. The same applies to the Handle system, which has been designed to facilitate identification of digital objects [35].

Let us look at the URN namespace specification process in a bit more detailed manner. If someone wants to use URNs for identification of names, one – and probably the best -solution will be to specify a formal namespace for the International Standard Name Identifier, ISNI [36]. The ISNI system is designed in such a way that there will be a global database containing all ISNIs and the related metadata [37]. This means that it should be technically easy to fulfil the demands of RFC 3406 for registration of an URN:ISNI namespace. Whether a standard identifier system is suitable for URN resolution depends on how many resolution services there are; if there are more than one, the identifier string must contain some information which supports the resolution process by helping to find a correct resolver.

Whether the ISNI Registration Authority will see the need for the URN namespace registration and subsequent creation of URN resolution services is of course a different matter.

When humans and software agents parse URNs, they can recognize the traditional identifiers used (if any). This may not be the case with other PIs, either because there is nothing indicating what
identifier has been used, and/or because the traditional identifier has not been preserved in its original form.

For instance, here is an URN based on ISBN, and then the same ISBN incorporated in a DOI:

10.95145/9942-X

The DOI example is based on the ISO DIS 26324 Draft International Standard. In this draft standard, the syntax used to express ISBN as DOI is different than the proposed syntax for ISSN. The ISSN community opted for a syntax which makes parsing easy (by adding “issn.” in the beginning of the DOI suffix, e.g. 10.1038/issn.1476-4687). Some other identifier standard community may choose yet another DOI syntax. This gives flexibility to these communities, but may make the management of the DOI system a bit more difficult.

3.5.2 Services

There is no common agreement on services the URN system (or PI systems in general) should support. The experimental RFC 2483 [38] suggests the following:

I2L (URI to URL)
I2Lv (URI to URLs)
I2R (URI to resource)
I2Rs (URI to resources)
I2C (URI to resource description)
I2Cs (URI to resource descriptions)
I2N (URI to URN)

These services have never been widely implemented, and there is no accepted resolution mechanism supporting them, since, as pointed out by Daigle [39], none of the formal URN namespaces are using the Dynamic Delegation Discovery System (DDDS) outlined in informational RFC 3401 [40] and specified in subsequent Standards track RFCs 3402-3404 [41, 42, 43] and one Best Current Practice–RFC [44]. RFCs 3402-3404 are the only URN-related RFCs which are Internet standards, but like many other standards they have never gained wide acceptance. One reason is the perceived complexity of using DNS Name Authority Pointer Records in URN resolution. According to [45] there are only seven DNS implementations which support NAPTR.

Another problem is that based on the experiences of the PersID project, the services specified in RFC 2483 are not sufficient. The RFC was published in 1999 and reflects therefore the state of the art in digital asset management systems about one decade ago. Since then a lot has happened, especially in long-term preservation of digital resources.

Other PI systems have their own service offerings, to be discussed in respective chapters. But we can still ask why the services specified by RFC 2483 may be insufficient.

If a digital archive opts for a migration strategy, every work will eventually be represented by a “long tail”, a set of manifestations, produced via successive migrations of the files to more up-to-date formats. Since each manifestation will be identified separately, many persistent links will point to outdated versions of the works. Most users will probably prefer the latest manifestation, although some may prefer the original (or a version which is as close to it as possible), to minimize quirks, the impact the migrations have had on the resource. Finding the version which fits best is possible only if all manifestations are linked to the work level metadata and each other using the PIs, and there is sufficient technical metadata to assist the user to choose the most appropriate version of the resource.
Thus, a user having just a URN of a single manifestation of a work must be able to acquire the list of URNs related to the one he / she already has, or request descriptive or administrative metadata related to the work and its manifestations. Administrative metadata may be technical (for instance, specification of hardware and software needed for rendering the document), preservation-oriented (description of any changes that have taken place during migration) or rights-related (who can utilize the resource and how).

In addition to the work related services, it is important to be able to check organizational issues, such as the level of commitment the digital archive has in preserving the relevant resource.

To conclude, the RFC 2483 list seems to lack at least the I2Ns service (URI to URNs), a service for querying organizational matter, and finally service parameters with which to specify the desired (descriptive / administrative) metadata in greater details. How to accommodate these services into the future version of RFC 2483 is an open issue, and it may be even less clear how to facilitate this functionality in the resolution service. There are various options, such as DDDS or HTTP content negotiation [46], but none of these may meet all the needs without at least some changes.

As will be seen, none of the existing PI systems provides everything that is needed. But most of them can be extended, should the user community deem that necessary.

3.5.3 Digital Object Identifier (DOI) as an example of Handles

The DOI system is managed by the International DOI Foundation [47]. This consortium, consisting of both commercial and non-commercial partners, has been active in promoting the system. More than 45 million DOIs have been assigned.

DOI syntax looks simple [48]:

prefix/suffix

Thus, 10.1002/joc.1130 is a valid DOI, consisting of the DOI identifier within the Handle system ("10"), an identifier of the organization that has assigned the DOI ("1002"), and the suffix ("joc.1130") which identifies the resource. In practice, DOIs are usually expressed in the Web as hyperlinks:

http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/joc.1130

This DOI identifies an article published in the International Journal of Climatology. It is based on a local identifier. That is understandable because the standard identifier for journal articles, SICI, Serial Item and Contribution Identifier (ANSI/NISO Z39.56-1996) [49, 50], has never become popular. Note that had URN been used as a PI, a local identifier such as joc.1130 would not have been acceptable since such local identifier system does not have a URN namespace. But it would be possible to express the DOI as URN (urn:doi:10.1002/joc.1130), if DOI had been registered as a URN namespace. Conversion from DOI to XRI or ARK could be difficult or impossible, given the syntax constraints of those systems.

The prefix may be subdivided further. This should not be taken to imply any organizational subdivisions; a DOI is an opaque string with no embedded meaning. Since there is no limit on the length of either suffix or prefix, DOI can in principle be used by an unlimited number of organizations to identify any number of (and any kind of) resources.

Each DOI (and Handle) has a set of values attached to it. In a way the Handle system contains a record for each Handle, consisting of a group of fields including URL (URIs specifying the location of the object identified by DOI / Handle), EMAIL ( email address of e.g. the administrator of the Handle server containing the DOI) and DESC (unstructured textual description of the object). It is
possible to add new values, such as URN (Uniform Resource Name of the object). This architecture makes the system very extensible, at least in theory. The character set allowed is Unicode with UTF-8 encoding, with the limitations imposed by the URI generic syntax [51].

With the exception of the DOI signature “10”, these features are shared by all Handle system-based identifiers.

A major difference between URN and DOI is that with the former there will be just one URN for each instance of a traditional identifier such as ISSN or ISBN. The URN can be created simply by adding urn:isbn: or urn:issn in front of the traditional identifier. Letters “URN” and the namespace identifier can be dropped without sacrificing uniqueness, and parsing the URN string into its three component parts is easy.

In contrast, there can, at least in principle, be several DOIs for each traditional identifier. DOI goes beyond identifying an electronic manifestation of a resource; it also identifies, in the prefix, an access point. The same book may be available via one or more book stores, and they may use a single DOI – as proposed by the ISBN community - which must then resolve to multiple locations, but if that is not possible, each book store may assign a local DOI, using its own organization identifier as the prefix and the ISBN as suffix. In such a case, the DOI prefix (publisher identifier) will direct the users to the correct digital asset management system. With URN, the resolution service must be able to parse the ISBN itself in order to locate the resolver which is able to deal with the URN [10].

A traditional identifier can be transformed into multiple different PIs. Even if a URN:ISBN already exists (created by the National library to facilitate access to the electronic legal deposit collection), a publisher may create a DOI using the same ISBN to enable document delivery via its own server, the California Digital Library may create an ISBN-based ARK which points to the University of California’s digital archive, and so on. All these PIs are needed, since they will resolve to different physical locations (URLs). From the users’ point of view the problem is not the multiplicity of PIs and resolution services, but the fact that these services are not aware of one another.

Moreover, PIs can be “stacked”: http://urn.fi/URN:ISBN:951-45-9942-X is the “real” persistent identifier of the book, but this URN takes the user to a “splash page” describing the resource. From that page, there is a Handle-based persistent link to the resource itself, stored within a DSpace system. When DSpace is replaced by some other digital asset management system in the future, the Handle will be replaced by the URN, or another persistent identifier supported in the new digital asset management system.

### 3.5.4 Archival Resource Key (ARK)

ARK [52] was originally developed for the California Digital Library, but the system has other high profile users such as Bibliothèque Nationale de France [53], a strong indication that the system will persist. Technically, it is more versatile than some other PI systems, and unlike for instance URN, all specified functionality has been implemented.

Reflecting the rich functionality, the ARK syntax is more complicated than that of URN and DOI:

[http://NMAH]ark:/NAAN/Name[Qualifier]

Optional data elements are enclosed in square brackets. NMAH stands for Name Mapping Authority Hostport (for instance, example.org or bnf.fr). NAAN means Name Assigning Authority Number. The label “ark:/” distinguishes an ARK from other identifiers.
From the point of view of syntax, the most interesting bit in ARK is the qualifier. It is a string of characters, specifying components and variants, which may involve versions, languages and formats [17].

Example:

http://example.org/ark:/12025/654xz321/s3/f8.05v.tiff

In this ARK, the string /s3/f8 is the component path indicating the relevant part of the resource, and 05v.tiff (meaning version 0.5, TIFF file format) is the variant path.

In addition, adding "?" into the ARK will instruct the ARK resolver to supply a brief metadata record in both human and machine readable form. "??" will yield a preservation commitment statement from the current provider [17]. While the path component of the ARK syntactically conforms to the URI Generic Syntax, it is not obvious if "?" and "??" stick to what RFC 3986 has to say about the use of query, but they do provide functionality that might benefit other PI systems as well. Please note that according to the RFC 3986 the component path could be expressed as fragment.

The ARK qualifier is a powerful tool for the identification of components or variants of the resource. There is a marked difference between ARKs and other PIs in this respect. With DOI, identification of component parts and variants of the resource are possible, but in an uncontrolled manner, in a local identifier. If URNs are used, then it is necessary to use URNs all the way (for instance, it is necessary to give a separate identifier to every version and each fragment of a resource). Some identifiers such as NBN do allow this kind of naming policy, whereas some others do not. Since NAAN can be a traditional identifier such as ISBN, ARK provides a framework within which to increase the version control features and granularity of the latter kind of identifier systems.

For URN and other PIs, ARK suggests that standards development is required / possible in two levels. First, the identifier syntax may allow encoding of qualifier-like data structures for e.g. indicating fragment identifiers. Each namespace could then use this functionality without further ado. The revised edition of the URN syntax [9] does allow fragment usage, but some namespaces may disallow this feature as not applicable to the identifier in question. But it may be a wise thing to give identifier communities the choice: although the ISBN community may not cherish the opportunity for identifying book chapters via extending the ISBN with URN fragment identifiers, but the ISSN namespace could be extended in such a way that it accommodates SICIs as fragment identifiers. Any formal identifier community interested in identification of fragments should, however, specify a policy which defines the acceptable practices. More relaxed namespaces such as URN:NBN cannot have general but only organization-level policies.

Second, it is possible to extend the functionality and syntax specified in the URI Generic syntax. XRI (see below) is a prime example of this approach, also "?" and "??" of ARK belong to this category. Not everyone thinks that tweaking the URI syntax is a good idea; a caveat in such an approach is that these URIs can only be interpreted correctly by applications which do understand the PI syntax fully.

It is possible, that PI systems will gradually evolve into the direction pioneered by ARK and XRI, providing a rich set of services and tools for the purposes of identification, location and retrieval of Web resources. Whether this happens will depend on the functional requirements of the communities using PIs, and the resources they have for application development. But if PI systems do not provide services and functionality that extend those supplied by cool URIs, the motivation to implement PI systems may eventually diminish.

If the PI systems evolve, the key questions are, what services will be needed, and how they will be supplied. The answers will vary, and may have a fundamental impact on the existing specifications.
3.5.5 Persistent URL (PURL)

Persistent URLs are just URLs, but they are also [54]:

‘...Web addresses that act as permanent identifiers in the face of a dynamic and changing Web infrastructure.’

The basis for the PURL development was the participation of the OCLC Office of Research in the early URI development work in the IETF. PURL tools have been available for quite some time, and they are still being developed.

Like any URL, PURLs consist of scheme (http), authority (a domain name and host port like example.com:80) and path. A human or software user has no inherent way of knowing if a URL is just a normal short lived URL or a cool URI or a PURL. Technically these options are quite different. URLs and cool URIs describe the actual location, but PURL

‘... does not directly describe the location of the resource to be retrieved but instead describes an intermediate (more persistent) location which, when retrieved, results in redirection (e.g. via a 302 HTTP status code) to the current location of the final resource.’ [55]

This redirection is a common feature in PI systems, and an extra step cool URI proponents wish to avoid.

The Wikipedia article [55] makes a rather bold comment about the future of PURLs:

‘PURLs are an interim measure — while Uniform Resource Names (URNs) are being mainstreamed — to solve the problem of transitory URIs in location-based URI schemes like HTTP.’

Whether any of the current or future PI systems can or should be seen as interim measures is an interesting question. Interim solutions may sometimes become persistent, and PURL has been around for 15 years already, which is a long time in the Internet. PURL has a large installed base and the server software has been constantly developed during the last years. For instance, a federation feature which allows PURL servers to co-operate in covering each other during e.g. service outages was added in March 2010 [56]. It would be nice if all PI system software tools were updated as actively as those of PURL.

3.5.6 Extensible resource identifier (XRI)

While all the other PI systems listed here have a broad installed base, it is difficult to know how many users XRI has. It was developed by an OASIS XRI Technical Committee [57]. The committee is still active, developing Extensible Resource Descriptor [58], a simple tool for describing and discovering resources.

According to the XRI syntax specification [59], XRI is based on both URI and IRI (Internationalized Resource Identifiers) §23+. While IRI extends the URI character set (and specifies the way of “dumbing” IRIs down to URIs), XRI extends the IRI syntax and functionality further.

XRI syntax looks like this:

xri://authority/path?query#fragment

where authority equals (roughly) the ARK Name Mapping Authority Hostport. Unlike other PIs, XRI does utilize URI Generic syntax facilities to the full, which means that XRI has some interesting features not shared by other PIs. Both queries and fragments can be encoded into XRI strings. Moreover, the syntax allows the internal components of an XRI reference to be explicitly
designated as either persistent or reassignable. Cross-referencing is possible, that is, XRI references may contain other XRI references or IRIs as syntactically delimited sub-segments. There can also be various authority types: instead of a domain name such as example.com, the authority part of the XRI can be for instance (mailto:john.doe@example.com), in which case the entire XRI could be:

xri://(mailto:john.doe@example.com)/favorites/home

instead of

xri://@example.com/favorites/home

The path component is – following the stipulations of URI syntax - a hierarchical sequence of path segments separated by slash (“/”) characters and terminated by the first question mark (“?”) or number sign (“#”). The syntax for expressing queries and fragments equals that of IRI.

XRIs are not URNs, but the syntax document claims [59] that XRIs consisting entirely of persistent segments are designed to meet the requirements of RFC 1737, Functional requirements for Uniform Resource Names [60]. Be that as it may, the concept of a persistent identifier with non-persistent components is a novel one, and it is not immediately clear, at least to this author, what benefits such a feature may provide.

Both IRI and XRI represent a step beyond cool URIs (XRI, with its extended functionality, being further removed), but it is not clear whether they qualify as PIs. Neither IRI nor XRI can accommodate existing identifiers, unless they exist somewhere in the path, which may be at least unwieldy, if not impossible. For communities which are committed to using the existing identifiers as a part of PIs whenever possible, this is a show stopper. Any PI, which is unconnected to the existing identifiers, introduces policy issues such as if it is OK to give an XRI to an electronic book or its component parts when there is already an ISBN?

Seen from the library community, XRI – and perhaps also IRI – lack a community that would adopt it for identification of published materials. Many scientific publishers are using DOIs and several National libraries have adopted URNs, and millions of either kind of persistent identifiers have been assigned, but where are the major users of XRI, and what are the shortcomings in other PI systems that it eliminates?

3.6 Summary

Although PI systems have been in existence for more than 15 years, they are not well understood and there is no general agreement on their usefulness compared with cool URIs.

This uncertainty is based on two factors. First, there is no agreement on services (beyond mere persistent linking) PI systems should supply, and no solid and shared technical basis (resolution service) for providing them. Instead of using the Domain Name System and Name Authority Pointer Record for resolution purposes, some PIs are adding service parameters into the identifier strings, which enables simple HTTP transfer.

Second, there is no consensus on how Internet resources should be identified. The choice between persistent identifiers and cool URIs and – should the former option be chosen – between different PIs is not an easy one; [61] is an interesting example of this debate within one URN community.

As a proponent of persistent identifiers, I wonder if a location can be a sufficient identifier, when the same resource can be available in multiple locations, and when, over time, there may be many different resources (or versions of the same work) available in the same location, as amply demonstrated by the Internet Archive. As of August 2010, there were almost 2000 versions of the
W3C homepage (http://www.w3.org) available at
http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.w3.org. Of course the Internet Archive is a proof that
some URLs can be persistent; the version of the W3C home page available in May 20th 2010 can
be accessed via http://web.archive.org/web/20100520212308/http://www.w3.org/as long as the
Internet Archive exists. A user, however, has no way of knowing if the URI at hand is a persistent
one. If it isn’t, it may be hard to find a URI that actually is. With persistent identifiers such
problems should not exist.
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Rationale

• There will not be a worldwide dominant PI system, so the challenge is the interoperability among the major PI systems.

• Technology is not the most important challenge – but agreed policies and governance (preferably under control of the international research, scholarly and cultural heritage communities).

• It is necessary to provide (future) services to stakeholders in the (changing) research and scholarly processes and information exchanges.

   .... Knowledge Exchange Consortium & Surf Agency promoted a joint initiative ....
**Objectives**

- To set up a *European infrastructure* to resolve the URNs particularly in the NBN namespace
- To establish a *policy for long term sustainability* of an international resolution and discovery service
- To define an *interoperability framework* among URN namespaces and different PI systems
- To review & update the related URN RFCs

---

**Why NBN?**

**Trust-based** – National Libraries are responsible for the management of the namespaces

**In use** – several relevant initiatives are implementing NBN

**Open & Flexible**

- suitable for different user communities (cultural, scientific, private ..)
- caters for various needs and requirements (e.g. selection criteria, rights management, etc ..)
- enables different architectures to share responsibility and sustainability
Outcoming results – I

➢ Around 7 countries (and other are coming) have decided to set up a unique point of presence for their NBN national registers.
➢ User Requirements and cooperation with Europeana Connect in order to avoid overlapping and competition. Many other initiatives have been contacted for cooperation.
➢ First prototype of the Meta Resolver offering a unique entry point for all the 7 countries NBN national registers.
➢ Sustainability policy and costs models analysis and proposal are expected soon.
Outcoming results - III

- Around 7 countries (and other are coming) have decided to adopt common guidelines for their policy on digital repositories and NBN national registers.
- Sustainability policy and costs models analysis and proposal are expected soon.
- .............

PersID & IETF

Revision of RFCs

The IETF in a meeting in Maastricht on 26 July 2010 decided to set up a workgroup to revise 3 RFC about URN, on the base of the activity developed by the PersID, with three tasks:

- Revision of RFC 2141 (URN Syntax) and RFC 2483 (URN service)
- Revision of RFC 3188 (Using National Bibliography Numbers as Uniform Resource Names)
- Evaluation of all the other URN-related RFCs, in order to decide if there is a need to revise them
Participants

- Danmarks Elektroniske Fag og Forskningsbibliotek - Denmark's Electronic Research Library (DEFF)
- Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche - National Research Council (CNR), Italy
- Data Archiving and Networked Services (DANS), Netherlands
- Deutsche Nationalbibliothek - German National Library
- Det Kongelige Bibliotek - The Royal Library, Denmark
- Kungliga biblioteket - National Library of Sweden
- Fondazione Rinascimento Digitale (FDR), Italy
- Kansalliskirjasto - National Library of Finland
- SURFfoundation, Netherlands
- Knowledge Exchange

APARSEN
Network of Excellence – 4 years
WP2200
Identifiers and Citability
**Weak points:** a lot of initiatives are on-going but fragmented

✓ A unique PI technology or domain cannot be expected/imposed to all the user communities so we must manage heterogeneity
✓ Added value services tailored on different user communities, like resolvers, are still inadequate and there are not cross-sectoral services

**Goals**

➢ To provide an overview of the current PI systems/applications by different user communities and criteria for evaluation model to benchmark

➢ To design a reference model to describe an interoperability framework and provide an integrated entry point

➢ To define community-driven added value services cross-user-domains and applicable to different PI technologies

---

**Thanks for your attention**

Maurizio Lunghi
lunghi@rinascimento-digitale.it
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Rationale

- We speak about Persistent Identifiers because they are part of a wider system for long term preservation of digital repositories.
- A Persistent Identifier is definitively a combination of Technology + Policy that’s why we speak of Trusted Persistent identifiers.
- Digital preservation is a contract between the user community and the service providers so it must be based on the user requirements and models.
Rationale II

- There will not be a worldwide dominant PI system, so the challenge is the **interoperability among the major PI systems**

- Technology is not the most important challenge — but **agreed policies and governance** (preferably under control of the international research, scholarly and cultural heritage communities)

- It is necessary to provide **services** to stakeholders in the (changing) research and scholarly processes and information exchanges

  **.... Knowledge Exchange Consortium & Surf Agency promoted a joint initiative ....**

Objectives

- To set up a **European infrastructure** to resolve the **URN:NBN** namespace (**national registers**)

- To establish a **policy for long term sustainability** of an **international resolution and discovery service**

- To define an **interoperability framework** among URN namespaces and different PI systems

- To **review & update** the related URN RFCs
**Why NBN?**

**Trust-based** – National Libraries are responsible for the management of the namespaces.

**Digital Preservation** – specific for long term preservation applications for digital repositories.

**In use** – several relevant initiatives are implementing NBN (not only libraries).

**Open & Flexible**
- suitable for different user communities (cultural, scientific, private..) with different user requirements (e.g. selection criteria, fragments, rights management, etc..)
- enables different architectures to share responsibility and sustainability

---

**Outcoming results - I**

- Around **7 countries** (and other are coming) have decided to set up a unique point of presence for their **NBN national registers**.

- User Requirements and cooperation with **Europeana Connect** in order to avoid overlapping and competition. Many other initiatives have been contacted for cooperation.

- **First prototype** of the Meta Resolver offering a unique entry point for all the 7 countries NBN national registers.
Outcoming results – II
http://NBN-metaresolver.persid.org

Outcoming results - III

- A IETF workgroup on URN standard revision has been set up and working now
- Around 7 countries (and other are coming) have decided to adopt common guidelines for their policy on digital repositories and NBN national registers.
- Sustainability policy and costs models analysis and proposal are expected soon.
- ...... new action plan in under refinement ......
PersID & IETF
Revision of RFCs

The IETF in a meeting in Maastricht on 26 July 2010 decided to set up a workgroup to revise 3 RFT about URN, on the base of the activity developed by the PersID, with three tasks:

• Revision of RFC 2141 (URN Syntax) and RFC 2483 (URN service)
• Revision of RFC 3188 (Using National Bibliography Numbers as Uniform Resource Names)
• Evaluation of all the other URN-related RFCs, in order to decide if there is a need to revise them

Participants

➢ Danmarks Elektroniske Fag og Forskningsbibliotek - Denmark's Electronic Research Library (DEFF)
➢ Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche - National Research Council (CNR), Italy
➢ Data Archiving and Networked Services (DANS), Netherlands
➢ Deutsche Nationalbibliothek - German National Library
➢ Det Kongelige Bibliotek - The Royal Library, Denmark
➢ Kungliga biblioteket - National Library of Sweden
➢ Fondazione Rinascimento Digitale (FDR), Italy
➢ Kansalliskirjasto - National Library of Finland
➢ SURFfoundation, Netherlands
➢ Knowledge Exchange
APARSEN
Network of Excellence – 4 years
WP2200
Identifiers and Citability

Weak points: a lot of initiatives are on-going but fragmented
✓ A unique PI technology or domain cannot be expected/imposed to all the user communities so we must manage heterogeneity
✓ Added value services tailored on different user communities, like resolvers, are still inadequate and there are not cross-sectoral services

Goals
➢ To provide an overview of the current PI systems/applications by different user communities and criteria for evaluation model to benchmark
➢ To design a reference model to describe an interoperability framework and provide an integrated entry point
➢ To define community-driven added value services cross-user-domains and applicable to different PI technologies
Reference Model for Trusted Persistent Identifiers

1. Scope
2. Global & Standard
3. Resolvable
4. Reliable
5. Sustainable
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Maurizio Lunghi
lunghi@rinascimento-digitale.it